
CLAY 101 
STEP BY STEP 

Schedule the kiln before you schedule your clay project: 
View the kiln calendar - Confirm the dates work for your classroom’s teacher.

Follow rules for scheduling your kiln time - contact Art Docent Coordinator for information on 
how to schedule.

Find a parent helper to be an extra set of hands in the classroom during the Clay Creation 
Session.


Clay Creation Session: 
Allow an hour to roll out slabs on the clay roller, and gather your tools and materials. We have 
canvas cloths for kids to use on desks under the clay.

 Check to see that all the projects are structurally sound. Are clay components that were 
joined together, well moistened and well connected?

 Are any appendages cracked? Moisten and reattach as needed.

Are clay walls too thin? Or is the clay too thick to dry in time?

 Smooth edges if needed. Make sure holes are cleared.

Allow clay to dry in classroom above cabinets, or somewhere safe from children’s


fingertips. Do not put clay directly under heater or air, as it will crack from drying too

quickly.


If the pieces are pinch pots or other hand formed clay (not from rolled slabs), allow for

more drying time. Slab work can dry in 3-4 days, but thicker clay should have at least a week. 
DO NOT fire clay before it is dry.

Ready to Load Kiln/Bisque Fire Session:


Deliver your clay items on a cart to the kiln room. Items will now be extremely fragile. The trip 
from classroom to kiln is their most dangerous journey.

If it breaks, fire all the clay anyway. Sometimes we can use glaze to “glue” them back 
together.

Check to make sure holes are clear before firing; once fired they can’t be cleared.

This is your last chance to smooth any edges with a light sanding with fine grit sandpaper. 
(Note: This should only be done by adults, with a mask on, over the wastebasket)

During the bisque fire, clay items can be touching each other. There is no glaze to fuse them 
together at this point. Items can be stacked or nested.

Items must be dry and room temperature before firing. Glazing Session/After Glazing:

Items that have been bisque fired are now ready to glaze. The glaze dries quickly and can be 
fired as soon as it’s dry.

Glaze acts like paint, but it’s really glass that needs something to grab onto. It can come in 
glossy, satin, or mat finish, transparent, semi, or opaque, food safe or not. We stock non-
toxic glossy colors, and have gloss transparent glaze as well. If you need a special color or 
type of glaze, use some of your classroom budget to buy or order it, making sure it’s 
compatible with our low fire clay.

Check to make sure the glaze has been applied heavily enough or that all appropriate areas 
have been glazed. Kids always put glaze on too thin. 2-3 coats is good. Touch up if needed.

Make sure glaze has been well stirred and is the consistency of heavy cream, before using. If 
it’s drying up, DO NOT throw it away. Leave it with a note for your Art Docent Chair, so it can 
be reconstituted (adding water and letting it soak in, then stirring).

Glaze in the jar is not what it looks like fired. We have a color guide and samples painted on 
tiles for you to reference when choosing colors.

Glaze is very expensive. Give students no more than a quarter sized dollop of each color to 
use, and refill as needed. This helps ensure we minimize waste.  Only adults should dispense 
glaze.




Wipe all the glaze off the bottom of the items. This is much easier when the glaze is still 
moist. Use a sponge or paper towels. Glaze left on the bottom will fuse to the kiln shelf and 
ruin your item.

Check to make sure all holes are free of glaze. It is impossible to open a glaze filled hole once 
the item has been fired.


Ready to Load Kiln/Glaze Fire Session:

After your clay is glazed, deliver your clay items on a cart to the kiln room for firing.


CLAY TIPS: 
Air gets trapped in clay!...Air bubbles trapped inside clay pieces will expand when heated 
which can make them crack or explode in the kiln. Don’t become paranoid about this- just 
don’t create a solid clay baseball!

To avoid this:


Build hollow pieces with pin holes

Avoid solid items larger than 1” which could dry and heat unevenly

Take care to get all the air out when pressing two slabs together


Clay dries as you work with it... Particularly the small pieces that kids work with. Keep your 
clay moist throughout the whole project by misting periodically, or dipping a finger in water and 
rubbing it over the dry patch. If the clay gets too dry, then put it back into a plastic bag and 
spray with water. Let it sit to reabsorb the water.

Clay can get too wet... Different clay bodies will dry out and reabsorb water in different ways. 
Control how much water kids have access to! Have them dip their fingers in a water bowl and 
rub them over a dry patch on the clay. You can also use sponges, toothbrushes, or 
paintbrushes to apply water.

Dry projects slowly and completely... Allow a week to dry in a warm place. *Your item is dry 
when you can hold it to your cheek and it feels warm. Your items MUST be bone dry and room 
temperature before they go into the kiln!

Bone Dry clay items are very fragile... Avoid projects with thin appendages, as they can break 
off easily.

Kids are not always gentle...Make sure the kids don’t press so hard on the clay with fingers or 
tools, that they poke holes in the clay. If they add tiny or thin appendages, they will likely break 
or fall off, since kids don’t know how to adhere them properly with slip unless taught. Broken 
clay pieces can sometimes be “glued” back together with glaze.

 

CLAY BASICS: 

For white clay purchases, we use LF-06 from Seattle Pottery Supply.

If you want terra cotta type clay, use RedArt Terracotta from Seattle Pottery Supply.

If you want terra cotta slip, use Seattle Pottery Casting Slip, Liquid RedArt Terracotta


slip.

Clay comes in 25 lb bags, and a box of clay has two bags in it. Most classroom projects


will use 1.5-2 bags of clay, depending on size of project.

Keep unused clay in the bag, it will stay moist and last forever! Do NOT try to reuse the

clay that the students have cut off or worked over during their projects. It will be full of air 
bubbles and it is generally too much work to “wedge” all the clay to make it usable again. 
Clay is fired twice: A Bisque firing and a Glaze firing.

Clay shrinks and warps! All clay shrinks about 6-12%. Your piece will get smaller and the


holes will shrink.This makes it very important to “score and slip” the pieces of clay that you 
want to join together. (Scoring involves cutting shallow lines into both pieces of clay that you 
want to join, adding a bit of slip-water and clay mixture that acts as glue, and joining them well, 
smoothing out the seams)


Flat clay items will warp while drying, and you’ll never avoid it completely with kids projects. 
Reduce it by making items thicker (up to 1⁄2”), making smaller items, making items with holes 
in them, dry items very slowly.




Three main methods of working with clay: 
Pinch method: You will use this method for little bowls or creatures. It’s the easiest to do, and 
fun for the kids.


- Basic pinch pots- make a hole in the center of a palm-sized ball of clay, work outward by 
squeezing and pressing. They clay will dry fast, so keep them small, and have damp 
sponges available to fix cracks. Keep the rims of your pinch pots thick to avoid cracking. 
You can add texture, pattern, and other embellishments like a coil top to finish it off.


- Creatures and critters- make sure your animals have hollow bellies so you don’t trap air 
bubbles (you can use a tool to carve out from the underside after the kids are done). Don’t 
let kids attach skinny arms or legs, or they will dry and crack off. Either keep the 
appendages short or double them back on themselves so the end is supported by the main 
body. Join them well by scoring and wetting the clay (score and slip).

Coil method: This is wrapping a rope of clay around itself and stacking the coils to the


height and shape you want. You can make much larger items than you can with the pinch 
method. It’s probably best to go with a thicker coil with kids art, no thinner than a marking pen.

- Start your bowl or object on a flat slab of clay, which forms a sturdy base.

- roll coils by taking a small handful and rolling it gently outward on the desk.

- stack the coils on top of each other to form walls. Moist clay will adhere better.

- Score both coils, then stack one on top of the other. You can use your thumb inside your 

bowl to support the walls while stacking the coils, and can smooth the insides as well for 
better adhesion.

Slab work: Slabs are good for shallow bowls, tiles, animals and other images that stand up or 
can be hung on a wall. You will use the slab roller to roll out a slab of clay for each student to 
then manipulate.


- slabs can be cut into shapes with almost any kind of tool with a thin edge. Cookie cutters or 
stencils are great guides.


- cut large sections of clay away from your clay object, rather than trying to cut all the way 
around the outline of a stencil and lift off the excess clay.

EMBELLISHING CLAY: stamps, forks, pencil tips, carving tools...try things out, and have 
FUN!


Exploring Clay with Students 
Jump in and have fun! While your projects may be less than perfect, you will gain valuable 
experience with every project you do. Even the saddest looking pinch pot will be a treasure to 
your students! HAVE FUN!

Clay is a forgiving, inviting medium. It’s soft, easily manipulated, and when fired, becomes 
durable and useful. Children should feel satisfaction and accomplishment when something 
they create is actually used! Clay helps children connect to art to their daily life...look at the 
items in their daily life that are made of clay and are beautiful.

Students get frustrated when the image they have in their mind does not translate to the object 
they are creating. Mostly because clay is so forgiving, easily repaired, or easily manipulated, 
students do not often get overly frustrated with it.

Misc.: Clay washes out of clothing, and is not toxic. Do not put it down the sink, it will clog. 
Wipe excess clay out of sink with paper towels rather than rinse it down the sink after cleaning 
tools. Students can’t take excess clay home, it becomes a brittle mess!

A way to introduce clay to students/ Sample Clay Project Curriculum (from Karen Abel Designs 
2005)

Clay has been an important and valued resource to people since before recorded time. Almost 
all ancient cultures made items out of clay. Why? Because it’s


Abundant. It is formed from worn down rock (silica and alumina) and the earth constantly 
makes more.

Plastic. Able to be shaped into different forms and keep that form.

Vitreous. When fired high enough, the sand in the clay fuses together and becomes hard


and waterproof like glass (which is also made out of sand).




Every time you work with clay, you’ll get better and better at it. Have fun!

In an effective art curriculum, students learn sequentially. The clay projects start with simple 
concepts and skills and techniques. Each lesson and project then builds upon the previous 
one. By 5th grade, the students have a solid understanding of clay’s properties, are combining 
various hand building techniques and joining clay with other materials to create mixed-media 
projects.

A good clay curriculum will balance a child’s needs to “mess around with the clay” and a desire 
for a resulting product that is structurally sound and a point of pride. It finds a balance between 
having a fun art experience and producing a good product. This is done by focusing on 
projects that are interesting, but really take into account the students motor skills and attention 
spans.

The projects can be tailored to reflect art EALR requirements- and in some cases- other 
curriculum subjects- although not all were designed with that in mind.

...An idea of how projects could progress through grades: Kindergarten-shallow bowl, slab 
cutting and stamping project/ 1st-bird bath or a flat slab house, applying texture to the surface, 
and perhaps applying a small embellishment like a flower to the surface/ 2nd-3rd –slip carved 
tiles or a 3 dimensional house with walls folded up from a slab that introduces positive and 
negative space, or pinch pots and pinch pot animals/ 4th-coil volcanos or other coil project/ 
5th-masks, introducing larger embellishments like facial features or mixed media by adding 
feathers or beads



